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this programme looks at anti-soviet revolts across the globe and includes footage from the communist party's world congress of 1956. after the october revolution, the soviet union made advances to gain support from countries that were once under its
former domination in eastern europe. this unprecedented and dramatic event caused great concern in western europe, especially the united states. the collapse of the soviet union coincided with the fall of communism in 1989. throughout the television

series we see how the world reacted to this monumental event, with some celebrating the downfall of the communist regime, and others being left wondering what the future holds for the soviet union and its citizens. showcases of the soviet union
before and after the revolution, as well as footage of its cultural heritage and modern history, give some insight into its present-day condition and present-day society. we see footage of the metro in moscow, some of the best-known monuments from

the time, and legendary soviet leader josef stalin's personal papers. the programme also looks at the resistance movement, the communist party, and the soviet parliament, as well as the world congress of 1956. tackling some of the most monumental
events of the british empire, this 12-part documentary series looks at the untold stories behind some of the best-known heroes of british history. this documentary takes us on the road from the blood-soaked battlefields of the british civil war in 1642, to
the festering quagmire that was the american civil war, and on to the gallipoli campaign of world war i. each episode features a different episode of history, beginning with the civil war and storming in to the gladiatorial battlefields of world war i and the

unrivalled struggle to throw the best cavalry charge in the history of warfare.
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this exclusive edition of total war: thrones of britannia includes: 9 war scenarios with tactical level
maps, customisable for every battle; campaign mission modules for developing your own set of

modules in the style of the classic total war campaign game; and the "feats of arms" screen saver
module that lets you see the results of your tactics in a combat sequence played out on a map. in

2008 stacey dooley emerged as one of the stars of the hit bbc three series, blood, sweat and t-shirts,
and has since spent the three years lifting the lid on shocking stories from the developing world. in

2010 she travelled to the democratic republic of congo where she examined the plight of child
soldiers and journeyed to cambodia to investigate the shocking world of underage sex trafficking. for

over two hundred years, scots have been celebrating the life and work of our national bard robert
burns every january. however, burns suppers aren't a phenomenon unique to scotland and in the

year that glasgow welcomes 71 nations to scottish soil for the commonwealth games, this
documentary reveals how, and why, this night is still celebrated in some of the furthest-flung corners

of the commonwealth. from the villages of sri lanka, where only three scots remain in an ancient
society that is still going strong; to singapore, where only 'pure blood' scots are eligible to join the

club; and from ghana, where the marriage of scots and african culture has generated new
'traditions'; to the remote island paradise of bermuda, where every scot on the island - including the

new governor - has to speak for their supper. 'the commonwealth of burns' follows the trials and
tribulations of these far-flung st andrews and caledonian societies as they prepare for their big day.

it tells the story of the scots characters who have settled in these countries, and reveals why the
celebration of burns night still has such meaning around the commonwealth. it also explores

'scottishness' and what it means to people, some of whom have never actually visited scotland.
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